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Àlī Ibnul Ja’d (Rahimahullāh) narrates that he heard Shu’bah saying, 
“The example of a scholar of hadīth who does not know Arabic is like a 
donkey that has a nosebag but there is no fodder in it.” 

(Tafsīr Qurtubī) 
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Preface 

 

All praises are due to Allāh � that the third volume of the book, “ ���� ��	�
����� ��	� 
” has been published. 

 
Two volumes of the above-mentioned book were published with amendments 
two years ago. Due to my lengthy illness and other obstacles, there was an 
unexpected delay in the publication of the third volume.  
 
It is only through the grace of Allāh � that the first two volumes were 
astoundingly accepted by the readers. Every person who saw the book, read it 
or taught it, became fond of it. I have received and continue receiving 
countless letters of praise for the first two volumes from all parts of India and 
letters requesting the third and fourth volumes. May Allāh � reward the 
people who desire this book and appreciate its value and grant blessings in 
their knowledge and practice because it was due to their forceful, reproaching, 
advising and sincere requests that created strength in my sick heart to be able 
to do some work. I cannot say that a very good task has been achieved, yet 
whatever has been achieved is worth valuing. I could not even achieve a 
fraction of what is required in this era for any book to be accepted and made 
part of a syllabus.  In spite of this deficiency, the inclination of scholarly 
reviewers and students of Arabic is extraordinary.  
 
The department of education of the province of Sindh has included this book 
in the syllabus of the high schools. It is also being used in some of the 
seminaries of Bombay, Hyderabad, U.P., Delhi, Punjab and North West 
Frontier Province.  
 
The scholars know that the changes that occur in nouns and verbs in Arabic 
Morphology is a difficult subject. According to the old method of teaching, 
each rule is memorized like verses of the Qur’ān. This task is so unpleasant, 
difficult and a waste of time that every student cannot endure it. Accordingly, 
in the modern method of teaching, a large portion of it is disregarded. 



However, the student of Arabic is deprived of essential information due to 
which he perceives an apprehension of losing out at every step. An attempt 
has been made in this third volume to make this difficult stage pleasant and 
easy with moderation. Due to details, the subject has been lengthened but the 
rules can be learnt without memorizing, by merely reading them.  
The size of this volume has increased, not due to the rules, but due to the 
literary extracts. If you look at the rules, they do not form even a quarter of the 
book. More than three quarters of the book is full of the teaching of the 
language. 
 
The student will obtain enough ability with this third volume to be able to 
read and understand a major part of the Qur’ān. He will be able to read the 
ahādīth and Arabic literature easily. He will be able to write simple Arabic 
letters and be able to converse extensively in Arabic. However, this ability will 
only develop if the teacher himself has a good ability or he has the capability 
of creating the desire in the student. 
 
The explanation of numbers, the delicate aspects of particles, the essential 
rules of Morphology and Grammar of a higher degree and the basics of 
Eloquence will form part of the fourth volume. 
 
Allāh � is the One that grants ability and assistance. 
The servant of the best language 
Àbdus Sattār Khān 



Guidelines for Teachers 

 
1. Before beginning the lesson, write down all or some of the examples or 

paradigms that appear at the beginning of a lesson on the chalkboard. 
Then explain these examples that are on the board by means of the rules 
appearing in the lesson. In this manner, hopefully most of the lesson 
will be memorized before the lesson is complete. For this, it is highly 
essential that the teacher must come fully prepared for the lesson. 

 
This method can be easily adopted in the third volume. In Volume One 
and Two, the examples have been mentioned at the beginning and end 
of the lesson. The intelligent teacher can select the easy examples, write 
them on the board and begin to teach the lesson. 

 
2. When teaching the lesson, make an attempt to question the students 

about the previous lesson. Their answers should form a support for the 
current lesson. 

 
3. This can only occur if there is a class of students. One class should only 

be taught one lesson even though some students may have been absent 
for some of the lessons. 

 
4. Those people who are engaged in self-study, should thoroughly 

understand and learn each lesson and then proceed to the next lesson. 
There are very few examples where the i’rāb has been explained in a 
later lesson. 

 



Indications 

 

1) The comma (K) is used to indicate the plural of a noun. 

2) The alphabets (�), (L), (M), (�), (N) and (O) indicate the category of the 

triliteral verbs. The categories of the verbs of (7�2 #�P�) are indicated by 

numbers. The numbers are mentioned in Lesson 25. A verb that is ( C�C Q��) 
is indicated by a (C) and a verb that is (1R�� Q��) is indicated by a ( ). 

3) When any particle is mentioned after a verb, it refers to the meaning of the 
verb when used with that particular particle. 
 



Lesson 26 

The Types of Verbs 

(�<�� @�	.B) 
 

1. Dear students, you have read all the paradigms of (��S 1T5T), (7�2 #�P� 1T5T) 
and (1����) in Volume One and Two of this book. Those verbs were such that 

they corresponded exactly with their scales. For example, you learnt that the 

scales of the perfect tense triliteral verbs are (UV�U2), (UW�U2) and (UX�U2). The scale of 

the imperfect is (YV�Z<V�), (YW�Z<V�) and (YX�Z<V�). The scale of the imperative is (ZV�Z2W�), 
(ZW�Z2W�) and (ZX�Z2Y�). Accordingly, the verbs (V�V�V[), (X�W�\]V�), (\�W�\[W�), (V̂ W�VF), (X̂ V�\	V�), 
(\̂ V�\FW�), (V@X�U�), (X@X�Z_V�), (\@X�Z�Y�) correspond fully with their scales. 

 
Had all the verbs and derivatives of Arabic been in full conformity with their 
scales, Arabic Morphology would have been very brief and easy. However, 
this is not the case. Many verbs and derivatives are different from their fixed 
scales in speaking and writing. Some of these words were mentioned in 

Volume Two for a specific need, e.g. the paradigms of (U��U�), (Y�\(Y_V�) and (\0Y�). 

None of these verbs correspond to their scales. We have to therefore accept the 

fact that (U��U�) originally was (U�V(U�) on the scale of (UV�U2), 
(  Y�\(Y_V� ) originally was (Y�X(Z_V�) on the scale of (YX�Z<V�) and (\0Y�) originally was 

(Z�X(Z�YB) on the scale of (ZX�Z2Y�). These verbs are not spoken or written in their 

original forms. 
 
From this preamble, you may have understood that there is a stage for you to 
cross where you will learn the changes that occur in Arabic verbs and derived 
nouns. 
 
2. Now read the following sentences and ponder over the verbs. 
 

X,\�V*Z�� V0X	V% V0V*�̀�� YZ<ab�� V�W�V+ )c (X7V��VQW� d1W�V� VeVQU2 

�f��VQW� g#W��V% hiV�U. V�a�V�X�Z�� Y!\�W�Z�jQ�� U'UkVF )l (X#U�V(Z�� UU�UB m4V�\�V� 



V$Z�U_Z�� X#U�V(Z�� n#V+ Y�\(Xo\	V�Z�� n�U2 )p (X7V�VqUr \1W��n��� n#V� 

U4V�Y_Z�� X#V�\%UB 1V�V� �s)V% Y'\(XFn��� U'�U. )t (�f�U�U. g#W��V% V#VuVC 

m�VF�n�Y� g#\�Vv  V(U: X7V�\(U. g#n�VwX� 1U.VC )x (X7VF\�V� g#\�W+V� 1V�VC 
 
Note 1: It would be better if you could read Lesson 8.3 in the first volume 
before you proceed with the following section. 
 
3. Observe the above examples carefully. With the first glance you can notice 

that all the verbs are triliteral (with three radicals), they are ( �S 1T5T� ). The 

word-form of each verb is the singular masculine third person ( ��!� #%�C
$R�r) of the perfect tense (1[�J�).  
 
Now ponder over the verbs of the first line and you will notice that all the 

alphabets of each verb are (e�w&). There is no (����� ��%), that is (�), (C) or ( ). 

The root letters also do not contain any hamzah or two letters of the same 

kind. Such verbs are called (e�w&) or (y�F). 

 

They are called (e�w&) because all three alphabets are (e�w&). They are (y�F - 

intact) because these verbs and their derivativess are free of any changes. 
 
Note 2: Besides the verbs of the first line, the verbs of the other examples are 

not (y�F - intact). 

If you look at the verbs of the second line, you will notice a hamzah 
somewhere in the verb. Such verbs which contain a hamzah as one of the root 

letters are called (v(���). 
 

Note 3: You may remember that when an alif is mutaharrik (YB K Wz K UB) or it has a 

jazm (ZkU2), such an alif is also called hamzah.1  

 
The verbs of the third line are such that the second and third radicals are of 

                                              
1 See the terminology in Volume One. 



the same kind because the verb (n#V�) was originally (V�V#V�). The two (�) have 

been merged. Such a verb in which the (���_�� I�) and (���_�� @�) are the same 

are called (3��]�). 
 

The verbs of the fourth line contain a (  ��%����� ), either in the beginning, 

middle or the end. Verbs containing a (����� ��%) are called ({VQ\�X�). 
 

There are three types of ({VQ\�X�). If the (����� ��%) comes in place of the ( i�2
���_��), it is called (i�<�� |Q��) or ('�U�W�), e.g. (V#VuVC) 
If the (����� ��%) comes in place of the (���_�� I�), it is called (I��� |Q��) or 

(�V(\uUB), e.g. (U'�U.) 
If the (����� ��%) comes in place of the (���_�� @�), it is called (@5�� |Q��) or 

(}W.�V~), e.g. (1V�V�). 
 
Note 4: Remember that the alif is not an original radical in any Arabic verb or 

noun. It is either changed from a (C) or ( ). 

Example: The word (U'�U.) was originally (U'V(U.) because the imperfect is (Y'\(Y)V�) 
and the verbal noun is (�'\(U.).  
The word (1V�V�) was originally (V1V�V�) because the imperfect is (\1W�\�V�) and the 

verbal noun is (g1\�V�).  
The word (g��V�) was originally (g�\(V�) because the plural is (g��V(\�UB). 
 

The verbs of the fifth line contain two (����� ��%). Such verbs are called (g3\�W<U�). 
The first and second verb are called (�C�<� 3�<�) because a (e�w& ��%) has 

created a separation between the two (����� ��%).  The third verb is called 

(�C�)� 3�<�) because both the (����� ��%) are adjacent to one another. 

 
Note 5: You may have understood that besides the root letters, if there is a 



hamzah or a (����� ��%), the verb will not be called (v(���) or ({VQ\�X�). The verb 

(V@V�Z�UB) on the scale of (UV�Z2UB) will not be called (v(���) because the hamzah does 

not take the place of the (�), (�) or ('). 

 

The verbs (���+) and (�(��+) have an alif and a (C) added on as signs of the dual 

and plural respectively. Due to these letters, these verbs will not be called 

({VQ\�X�). 
 

The verb (n�?�) on the scale of (̀�2�) has one hamzah and an extra (�). Due to 

this addition, it will not be called (v(���) and (3��]�). All these verbs fall in 

the category of (y�F). 

 
The summary of the above discussion is: 
The verb, with regard to the make-up of its original letters, is of two types: (1) 

(y�F) and (2) (y�F ;r). 
A (y�F) verb is one in which there is no (����� ��%), hamzah or two letters of 

the same type among its root letters. 
 

A (y�F ;r) verb is of six types: 

1. (v(���): a verb having a hamzah as one of its root letters, e.g. (V��UB). 
2. (3��]�): a verb whose second and third radicals are the same, e.g. (n#V�). 
3. ('�U�W�): a verb whose first radical is a (����� ��%), e.g. (V#V�VC). 
4. (�V(\uUB): one whose second radical is a (����� ��%), e.g. (U'�U.). 
5. (}W.�V~): one whose third radical is a (����� ��%), e.g. (1V�V�). 
6. (g3\�W<U�): a verb having two (����� ��%). If the first and third radical have a 

(����� ��%), it will be (�C�<� 3�<�), e.g. (1U.VC). If the second and third 

radical have a (����� ��%), it will be (�C�)� 3�<�), e.g ( V(U:). 

 
There are thus seven categories in total: 



 K v(��� K e�w&3\�W<U� K }W.�V~ K �V(\uUB K '�U�W� K 3��]�  

They are referred to as (@�V	Z.UB ,Z<V�) in Persian. 

 
Note 6: It is possible that some verbs have two types contained in them, e.g. 

(n�VC - he desired), is ({VQ\�X�) and (3��]�).  
The verb (1V�UB - he came), is (v(���) and ({VQ\�X�). 
 
Note 7: Like a verb, the noun, especially the derived noun, is also of seven 
types. 
 

Exercise No. 27 

 
What categories do the following verbs and nouns belong to? 

 
)c ( V�V�UB)l ( X$V�Z!V�)p ( YY�kV�)t ( \(X�\#V�)x ( �\(X*V�U�)� ( V$V�VC)� ( nPV�)� ( Un*U)V�)� ( Ukn[V(V�
)c� ( U'n(U)V�)cc ( \,U�W�XF)cl ( 1�̀V(V�)cp ( �}Y)V�)ct ( UkU�V�)cx ( U'�U.)c� ( UV��U.)c� ( �V~V�
)c� ( Y�\(Y_V�)c� ( n0X�V�\	V�U�)l� ( g�V�UB)lc ( gMZBV�)ll ( gP\�WPV�)lp ( �i\(Y�\�V�)lt ( g�\(X�Ur)lx (
U� \1W[�U)Z�)l� ( g�\(X�\(V�)l� ( d(X�\#V�)l� ( g�\(XH\qV�)l� ( d1W�VC)p� (g�\�W	V�  

 


